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RING UPPER CANVAS PVC 5x5m

 
This PVC upper canvas for the boxing ring will liven up your gym!  It's
over print and we can print any logo or design you want.  NOTE:
Velcro for side canvas fastening is extra charged.

Smooth surface Long lasting print High strength

The upper canvas fot the boxing ring is specially designed to stand up
and ground fighting. Its big advantage is that athletes fighting on the
ground do not burn. Note: In contact with water slides.
Stedyx makes all sizes and shapes of this canvas and we always
produce it upon your request. Available with velcro and eylets on the
edges.
The PVC canvas for the boxing rings is made of Polyvinylchloride. The
weight of this material is 510g / m2. The material for fabrication of
canvas is always white. We print the color of PVC boxing ring canvas
or logo on whole surface. So the color of PVC boxing ring canvas  is
not part of the material.
We use the highest quality printing technologies when the color on the
sail is drying out with UV light. This technology ensures very good
abrasion resistance and long service life. Even though these
technologies guarantee high quality, the color on the sail is always
printed in full. And if you treat roughly (for example, when scratching a
sharp object), the paint may be discolored. The sail is always white on
the other side and is welded in 1.50 m wide strips.
A flameproof test is available in the figures below.

BASIC SPECIFICATION ACCESSORIES

Use: Hard training, matches

Product code: UCP 5150

Material: PVC

Size: 5,1x5,1m

Weight: 13 kg

WARRANTY

Others:: 2 years except tear and wear

SHIPPING DIMENSIONS ACCESSORIES

Size of package: 60 x 40 x30 cm

Weight: 14 kg
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